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a b s t r a c t
We prove the following remarkable fact for matrices with entries from an ordered set: For
any m × n matrix A and a given integer h ≤ min{m, n} there exists a matrix C = (cij),
obtained fromA bypermuting its rows and columns, such that cm−h+i,i ≤ cjk for j ≤ m−h+i
and i ≤ k. Moreover, we give a polynomial algorithm to transform A into C . We also
prove that when h = m = n and all entries of A are distinct, the diagonal of C solves the
lexicographic bottleneck assignment problem, and that the given algorithmhas complexity
O(n3
√
n/ log n ), which is the best performance known for this kind of matrices.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In this article we study what we call the dominance assignment problem: Given an m × n matrix A with entries in an
ordered set, and a natural number h ≤ min{m, n}, find permutation matrices P and Q such that the matrix C = PAQ has
the following dominance property:
For i = 1, . . . , h, j ≤ m− h+ i, and i ≤ k,
cm−h+i,i ≤ cj,k. (1)
As an example consider the randomly generated (5× 6) matrix A of Fig. 1 and h = 4. The figure also shows permutation
matrices P and Q that transform A into C . The circled entries of matrix C form a sub-diagonal of length h, which are the
elements of the form cm−h+i,i with i = 1, . . . , h. Each element of such sub-diagonal has the property that it is less or equal
to every entry of C that is above it and to its right, which is precisely the meaning of (1).
This problem is neither trivial nor obvious. First of all, it is not obvious that such permutations P and Q exist. Second, the
number of possible matrices obtained by permuting rows and columns of A is m!n!, so to find the transformation may be
hard.
Combinatorial problems abound where it is wanted to permute the rows and the columns of a given matrix in
such a way that the resulting permuted matrix displays a pre-specified special structure. Some of these problems are
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Fig. 1. Transformation of matrix A by permutation matrices P and Q to obtain the desired matrix C .
polynomially solvable while others are NP-complete. For example, to determine the most compact block triangular form
of a set of linear equations using symmetric permutations can be efficiently done with a procedure that finds the strongly
connected components of a digraph [1]. However, to date there is no polynomial algorithm to solve the so-called bandwidth
problem [2], in which simultaneous permutations of rows and columns are sought in a square, sparse matrix, so as to
minimize its bandwidth. Combinatorial optimization problems like the linear sum assignment, the bottleneck assignment,
the lexicographic bottleneck assignment [3,4], or the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) can be formulated as problems
where a (usually square) real matrix A is given andwewant to find a permutationmatrix P such that the diagonal of C = PA
is the solution to our problem (minimizes a given function). In the case of the TSP, P must be cyclic. While the assignment
problems above are polynomially solvable, the TSP is NP-complete.
Herewe prove that there always exist permutationmatrices P andQ that transform A into amatrix C with the dominance
property, and we propose a polynomial algorithm to find P and Q . Also, we show that when all entries of A are distinct,
the algorithm automatically renders the solution to the lexicographic bottleneck assignment problem. Moreover, for n× n
matrices its computational complexity isO(n3
√
n/ log n ), which corresponds to the best performance known for procedures
that solve this problem; however, the solution obtained by our algorithm is enhanced by the fact that it has the dominance
property.
It is well known that there is an isomorphism between matrices and complete bipartite graphs where the edges have
weights that correspond to the entries of the matrix. The words matching, transversal, 1-factor, diagonal, assignment,
permutation, and permutation matrix are used to denote the same concept on matrices or bipartite graphs. Here we try
to stick to the use of the word assignment to emphasize that we are interested in assignment problems. In fact we are
mainly interested in assignment problems where the order in which the elements of the assignment are considered is
relevant.
2. Bottleneck, lexicographic bottleneck, and dominance assignment problems
Throughout this paper Awill denote anm×nmatrixwith elements from a totally ordered setΩ . Since any totally ordered
set is embeddable in the reals we can think of A as being a real matrix, but that is not really necessary since no arithmetic is
required either in the theory or in the algorithms presented here.
Let M = {1, 2, . . . ,m} and N = {1, 2, . . . , n} be the column and row index sets of A, respectively. Also, the natural
numbers h ≤ min{m, n}, f = m−h, and g = n−hwill have a reservedmeaning in this paper. The setM×N is the support
of A and its elements are called the cells of A; it is isomorphic to anm× n complete bipartite graph. Thus A can be thought
of as a function from M × N to Ω or as a bipartite network, namely, a bipartite graph with weights in its edges. Given a
subset Q ⊆ M × N , we will denote by A[Q ] the restriction of A to Q . That means that A, thought as a function, is restricted
to Q . In graph theoretical terms, A[Q ] is the subnetwork obtained from A by deleting all edges not in Q . In particular, when
Q = S × T , where S ⊆ M and T ⊆ N, A[S × T ] denotes the corresponding submatrix of A.
When |S| + |T | = m + n − h + 1 then S × T will be called an h-block ofM × N , in this case m − h + 1 ≤ |S| ≤ m and
n−h+1 ≤ |T | ≤ n. An h-assignment ofM×N is a set of h cells ofM×N such that no two of them share row or column.We
denote byBA,h the family of all h-blocks ofM×N; for simplicity we will useBh instead ofBA,h, when there is no possibility
of confusion. Similarly,DA,h denotes the family of all h-assignments of M × N , andDh will be used instead ofDA,h. When
A′ is a submatrix of A and h′ is a suitable integer,BA′,h′ andDA′,h′ are the h′-blocks and h′-assignments of the support of A′.
Fig. 2 shows an 8-block and an 8-assignment of an 8× 12 matrix. The 8-block is defined by sets S = {2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8} and
T = {2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10}, while the 8-assignment is indicated by dots.
Fig. 3 shows the same 8-assignment and 8-block, but in this case the rows and columns have been permuted to leave the
block in the upper right corner of the matrix, and the assignment in its diagonal. This is a kind of canonical form.
A clutter over a finite set E is a family of subsets of E that are not comparable in the inclusion order.Bh andDh are clutters
overM × N . Central to the topics dealt with in this paper are the following two classical results:
Theorem 1. If B is an h-block and D is an h-assignment, then B∩D ≠ ∅. That is to say,Dh andBh are a pair of blocking clutters.
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Fig. 2. An 8-block (shaded cells) and an 8-assignment (dots) of an 8× 12 matrix is shown. S = {2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8} and T = {2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10}.
Fig. 3. The 8-block (shaded cells) and 8-assignment (dots) of Fig. 1 with rows and columns permuted to display the assignment in the diagonal and the
block in the right upper corner. S = {2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8} and T = {2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10}.
Theorem 2. For every m× n matrix A and every h ≤ min{m, n},
min
D∈Dh
max
(i,j)∈D
aij = max
B∈Bh
min
(i,j)∈B
aij.
A variant of Theorem 1was known to Frobenius [5]. It is also closely related to the König [6] and Hall [7] theorems. A less
general version of Theorem 2 is due to Gross [8]. Both theorems admit extensions to general clutters, as shown by Edmonds
and Fulkerson [9].
We call bottleneck assignment problem (BAP(A, h)) and bottleneck block problem (BBP(A, h)) for A and h, the optimization
problems implied by Theorem 2. Both problems are solved at once using the threshold algorithm [9] which finds an optimal
D and an optimal B satisfying |D ∩ B| = 1. Namely, B and D can be chosen in such a way that they intersect in exactly one
element. This observation will be used in the proof of our main result in Section 3. Bottleneck Optimization and in particular
Bottleneck Assignment problems have been studied intensively, see the recent book by Burkard et al. [3] for an extensive
bibliography. See also [10–13].
The lexicographic (or lexicographical) bottleneck assignment problem (LexBAP(A, h)) for A and h can be described as follows:
To every h-assignment D ∈ Dh associate a vector v(D) = (aβ1 , . . . , aβh) such that D = {β1, . . . , βh} and aβ1 ≥ aβ2 ≥ · · · ≥
aβh . The LexBAP is to find an h-assignment D
∗ ∈ Dh whose associated vector v(D∗) is smallest, lexicographically, among all
elements ofDh.1 Three key papers that deal with this problem are [14–16].
The dominance h-assignment problem (DAP(A, h)) for A and h is: Given a matrix A, find permutation matrices P and Q
such that matrix C = PAQ has the property that for i = 1, . . . , h, cf+i,i ≤ cjk for (j, k) ∈ Bi, where f = m − h and
Bi = { (j, k) : j ≤ f + i, i ≤ k } is an h-block of C . The set D = { (f + i, i) : i = 1, . . . , h }, which is a diagonal of size h of C ,
is an h-assignment of A. Moreover, every Bi intersects D in exactly one cell. This family of blocks is a special case of what we
call a fan, a central concept in our approach. We now define a fan without the recourse to permutations.
Let S = {S0, S1, . . . , Sh} and T = {T0, T1, . . . , Th} be nested sequences of subsets of M and N , respectively, with the
property that |Si − Si−1| = 1, for i = 1, . . . , h, |S0| = |M| − h, and similarly |Ti − Ti−1| = 1, for i = 1, . . . , h, and
|T0| = |N| − h. An h-fan or simply a fan is a set of the form F = { Bi : Bi = Si × Th−i+1, i = 1, . . . , h }. Observe that
|Si| = |M| − h + i and |Th−i+1| = |N| − i + 1, thus |Th−i+1| + |Si| = |N| + |M| − h + 1, which implies that effectively the
1 For vectors u¯ = (u1, . . . , um) and v¯ = (v1, . . . , vm), vector u¯ is lexicographically smaller than v¯ if there is and index ıˆ such that uıˆ < vıˆ , and ui = vi for
every i ∈ {1, . . . , ıˆ− 1}.
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Fig. 4. Any fan whose assignment solves LexBAP also solves BAP, but not necessarily solves DAP. However, there are fans that solve both LexBAP and DAP.
elements of F are h-blocks. Every fan F has an associated h-assignment which we denote by DF and is defined as
DF = { δi : {δi} = (Si − Si−1)× (Th−i+1 − Th−i), i = 1, . . . , h }.
Observe that each Si− Si−1 and Th−i+1−Th−i, for i = 1, . . . , h, defines different rows and columns of A, and consequently
DF is in fact an h-assignment. With the concept of fan we can rephrase the dominance assignment problem as: Given A and
h, find an h-fan F = {B1, . . . , Bh} such that for every δi ∈ DF :
aδi = min
β∈Bi
aβ . (2)
Notice that a fan defines not only an assignment but an ordered assignment. The order of the assignment is given by the
order of the nested sequences that define the fan. Thus, there are h! fans associated with the same assignment.
3. Main results: Relevance of DAP to combinatorial optimization
This section is devoted to stating and proving the main results of this paper. Observe that for any matrix A there is
always a solution to BAP and LexBAP. The existence of a solution to DAP is not obvious. In fact this is one of the results
that is proved below. It turns out that the dominance problem is closely related to BAP and LexBAP. To establish clearly
such a relationship we define, for a given matrix A and a given h, three classes of sets of fans. Let Φd be the set of fans
whose associated h-assignment solves the dominance problem. Similarly Φb and Φℓ are the sets of fans whose associated
h-assignments solve the BAP and the LexBAP, respectively. We will prove that, in the general case, the relationship among
these families of fans is as shown in Fig. 4, whereΦ denotes the set of all fans of A.
Theorem 3. ∅ ≠ Φd ⊆ Φb.
Proof. We will prove first thatΦd ⊆ Φb.
IfΦd = ∅ the relation trivially holds.
If Φd ≠ ∅ assume that there exists F ∈ Φd \ Φb and let F ′ ∈ Φb. Further, let γ ∈ DF and α ∈ DF ′ be such that
aγ = max{aβ : β ∈ DF } and aα = max{aβ : β ∈ DF ′}, respectively. Since F ∉ Φb, then
aγ > aα. (3)
However, since F ∈ Φd then aγ = min{aβ : β ∈ B}, where B is the unique block of F that contains γ . But on the other
hand aα = maxB′∈Bh min{aβ : β ∈ B′} by Theorem 2. So, aγ ≤ aα , which contradicts (3).
Now we will show thatΦd ≠ Φ .
Consider any matrix A. We proceed by induction on h. For h = 1 the fan consists of only one block, namely M × N;
the associated assignment has as unique element the one corresponding to the smallest entry of A. Assuming now that the
theorem holds for h− 1, we will prove it for h.
Apply Theorem 2 to A and h to obtain a cell α = (iα, jα) which gives the optimal solution value for both the bottleneck
h-assignment problem and the bottleneck h-block problem. Let D and B be an optimal h-assignment and an optimal h-block
such that D ∩ B = {α}. We consider B as part of the fan we want to construct. Let S and T be the sets of rows and columns
of A that define B, that is to say, B = S × T . These S and T will form part of the nested sequences that define the fan. Their
places in the sequences are determined by p = |N|− |T |+ 1, so Sp = S, Th−p+1 = T , and Bp = B. Consider now the matrices
Au = A[ (S − {iα})× (N − T ) ],
Aa = A[ (M − S)× (T − {jα}) ],
and the assignments
Du = D ∩ [ (S − {iα})× (N − T ) ],
Da = D ∩ [ (M − S)× (T − {jα}) ].
Since D∩ B = {α} the sizes of Du and Da must be hu = |N − T | and ha = |M − S|, respectively. In other words Du and Da
are of maximum size in their corresponding matrices.
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IfΦud andΦ
a
d denote the families of fans that solveDAPonA
u andAa with hu, respectively, then by the induction hypothesis
there are fans F u ∈ Φud and F a ∈ Φad . Let
Su = {Su0 , Su1 , . . . , Suhu}
T u = {T u0 , T u1 , . . . , T uhu}
Sa = {Sa0, Sa1, . . . , Saha}
T a = {T a0 , T a1 , . . . , T uha}
be the nested sequences that define F u and F a, respectively. Notice that T u0 = ∅ and Sa0 = ∅. With this information we can
construct the desired fan for the complete matrix A. The nested sequences defining it are:
Si = Sui , for i = 0, . . . , hu
Shu+1 = S
Shu+1+i = S ∪ Sai , for i = 1, . . . , ha.
Similarly,
Tj = T aj , for j = 0, . . . , ha
Tha+1 = T
Tha+1+j = T ∪ T uj , for j = 1, . . . , hu.
Clearly S = {S0, S1, . . . , Sh} and T = {T0, T1, . . . , Th} so constructed are nested, and therefore define a fan F , which in
turn determines an assignment DF of A. Observe that DF = DF u ∪ DF a ∪ {α}.
Now we must prove that Eq. (2) holds for any δi ∈ DF . If δi = α we are done. Cases δi ∈ DF u and δi ∈ DF a are similar
so we will only prove the first case. Thus, if δi ∈ DF u then (2) holds for all elements of the hu-block Bui = Sui × T uhu−i+1. We
need to prove its validity for the h-block Bi = Si × Th−i+1. Since Sui = Si the difference of blocks Bui and Bi is Si × T . So, take
β ∈ Si × T . Let η and γ be the places where the maximum values of DF u and Du are achieved, respectively. Thus we have
the inequalities
aδi ≤ aη ≤ aγ ≤ aα ≤ aβ . (4)
Consider these inequalities from left to right. The first one holds because δi and η are in DF u , and aη is the maximum
value on A[DF u ]. The second one holds because Du and DF u are assignments of Au, and aη is the smallest maximum over
all assignments of Au. The inequality aγ ≤ aα holds because γ and α are elements of D but the maximum is achieved at α.
Finally, the fourth inequality holds because α and β are in B but aα is the minimum value of A[B]. This concludes our proof
of Theorem 3. 
The proof of Theorem 3 suggests an algorithm to find F and DF . The procedure will solve recursively bottleneck
assignment problems on matrices A, Au, Aa, etc. At the end, this procedure finds a bottleneck h-assignment DF of A that
may be different from the initial bottleneck h-assignment D.
Example. Consider matrix A as depicted in Fig. 5(a), where row and column indexes are shown in italics. Applying the
threshold algorithm on Awe obtain an assignmentD = {(1, 4), (2, 6), (3, 8), (4, 1), (5, 9), (6, 7), (7, 2), (8, 3)} and a block
B = S × T = {1, 4, 5, 6, 8} × {1, 3, 5, 6, 8, 10} that solve BAP and BBP, respectively. In (b) the dotted entries correspond
to D while the entries marked with semi-circles form B; observe that entry α = (6, 7) is the intersection of D and B. The
size of B defines the position of entry (6, 7) in the ordered assignment that solves DAP. To illustrate this we show in (c)
the matrix that results after permuting rows and columns to place D in the diagonal and B in the upper right corner. These
permutations are actually not performed by the algorithm.
Matrix (c) shows very clearly that the submatrices Au and Aa over which the algorithm is recursively applied are given by
{4, 8, 2, 3, 5}×{1, 3, 6, 8, 9} and {1, 7}×{4, 2, 5, 10}, respectively. Observe that the sum of the dimensions of submatrices
Au and Aa is one less than the original. In the worst case analysis it may happen that the optimal block is a row (or a column),
in which case one of the two submatrices is empty and the other is one column and one row smaller than the original.
The algorithm is applied recursively to Au and Aa to obtain the optimal assignments and fans for these matrices. The first
step of the algorithm applied to Au is aimed at obtaining the bottleneck assignment for that matrix. This is shown on matrix
(d) of Fig. 5, where stars indicate the optimal block for Au.
The optimal fans for Au and Aa are given by the following collections of blocks (column and row indices refer to the
original matrix):
Bu1 = {5} × {6, 9, 1, 3, 8}
Bu2 = {5, 3} × {9, 1, 3, 8}
Bu3 = {5, 3, 2} × {1, 3, 8}
Bu4 = {5, 3, 2, 4} × {3, 8}
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Fig. 5. (a) Matrix A. (b) Bottleneck solution (dots) and corresponding block (semi-circles). (c) Matrix A ordered after first iteration. (d) Orderedmatrix after
second iteration. (e) Final permuted matrix. (f) Optimal lexicographic solution.
Bu5 = {5, 3, 2, 4, 8} × {8}.
With Du = {(5, 6), (3, 9), (2, 1), (4, 3), (8, 8)}
B1a = {7} × {2, 4, 5, 10}
B2a = {7, 1} × {4, 5, 10}.
With Da = {(7, 2), (1, 4)}.
Extending these blocks to become blocks of the original matrix A and adding the block B = S × T found in the first step,
we obtain the optimal fan for A:
B1 = {5} × ({6, 9, 1, 3, 8} ∪ T ) = {5} × {6, 9, 1, 3, 8, 7, 2, 4, 5, 10}
B2 = {5, 3} × ({9, 1, 3, 8} ∪ T ) = {5, 3} × {9, 1, 3, 8, 7, 2, 4, 5, 10}
B3 = {5, 3, 2} × ({1, 3, 8} ∪ T ) = {5, 3, 2} × {1, 3, 8, 7, 2, 4, 5, 10}
B4 = {5, 3, 2, 4} × ({3, 8} ∪ T ) = {5, 3, 2, 4} × {3, 8, 7, 2, 4, 5, 10}
B5 = {5, 3, 2, 4, 8} × ({8} ∪ T ) = {5, 3, 2, 4, 8} × {8, 7, 2, 4, 5, 10}
B6 = B = S × T = {5, 3, 2, 4, 8, 6} × {7, 2, 4, 5, 10}
B7 = (S ∪ {7})× {2, 4, 5, 10} = {5, 3, 2, 4, 8, 6, 7} × {2, 4, 5, 10}
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B8 = (S ∪ {7, 1})× {4, 5, 10} = {5, 3, 2, 4, 8, 6, 7, 1} × {4, 5, 10}
together with the assignment
DF = Du ∪ Da ∪ {α} = {(5, 1), (3, 9), (2, 1), (4, 3), (8, 8), (6, 7), (7, 2), (1, 4)}.
This final result after performing the pertinent permutations is depicted in matrix (e) of Fig. 5.
Observe that the first bottleneck assignment D = {(1, 4), (2, 6), (3, 8), (4, 1), (5, 9), (6, 7), (7, 2), (8, 3)} is not the
same as the dominance assignment DF = {(5, 1), (3, 9), (2, 1), (4, 3), (8, 8), (6, 7), (7, 2), (1, 4)}. In next section we give
a formal statement of this algorithm. Because of the iterated application of the bottleneck criterion it is intuitively clear
that DF should be ‘closer’ to the lexicographic bottleneck solution than D. However, the dominance assignment does not
necessarily solve LexBAP. Such is the case in the example,where the lexicographic solution is shown in Fig. 5(f). This intuition
led us to find a relationship between DAP and LexBAP, which is given in Theorems 4 and 6.
Theorem 4. Φd ∩ Φℓ ≠ ∅.
Proof. As in Theorem 3 we proceed by induction on h. Indeed the proof is quite the same but simpler at some stage. For
h = 1 the theorem holds trivially. We assume that the theorem is valid for a certain h and prove it for h + 1. Let D be an
(h + 1)-assignment of A that solves LexBAP. We will construct an (h + 1)-fan F ∈ Φd such that DF = D. Let α = (iα, jα)
be the largest element of D (if several, take any of them). As D is clearly a solution to BAP there exists an (h+ 1)-block B of
Awhere α is the smallest element and such that D ∩ B = {α}.
Construct matrices Au and Aa as in our proof of Theorem 3, and let hu = |N − T | and ha = |M − S|. It is easy to
see that D restricted to Au is an hu-assignment that solves LexBAP in that matrix. The same happens for Aa. Thus we have
smaller matrices that satisfy the hypothesis of the theorem, therefore by induction hypothesis there are fans F u and F a
that solve both DAP and LexBAP in Au and in Aa. The fan that solves both problems in matrix A is constructed as in our proof
of Theorem 3. 
Observe thatΦℓ ⊆ Φb by definition, thus we can summarize Theorems 3 and 4 in the following corollary showing that Fig. 4
is a faithful representation of the relationships among BAP, LexBAP and DAP.
Corollary 5. Φd ∩ Φℓ ≠ ∅ and Φd ∪ Φℓ ⊆ Φb.
3.1. Special cases
In general, there are fans of A that solve LexBAP but not DAP, and vice versa. However, there are cases where any solution
to DAP is a solution to LexBAP. The following result gives a class of matrices for which this is true.
Theorem 6. If all entries of A are distinct thenΦd ⊆ Φℓ.
Proof. Let F ′ ∈ Φd ∩ Φℓ and assume there exists F ∈ Φd − Φℓ. Then, DF ′ = {β1, . . . , βh} solves both DAP and LexBAP,
and DF = {α1, . . . , αh} solves DAP but not LexBAP. Without loss of generality assume
aα1 > aα2 > · · · > aαh and aβ1 > aβ2 > · · · > aβh .
Since F ∉ Φℓ the vector (aβ1 , . . . , aβh) is lexicographically smaller than vector (aα1 , . . . , aαh). So, let k be the smallest
index such that aβk < aαk , and let Bk ∈ F be the unique block of F that contains αk. Clearly βk, βk+1, . . . , βh are not in Bk
because aαk > aβk > aβk+1 · · · > aβh , and β1, . . . , βk−1 are not in Bk since aβi = aαi and αi ∉ Bk, for i < k.
Hence we have an h-assignment F ′ and an h-block Bk such that F ′ ∩ Bk = ∅, contradicting Theorem 1. This concludes
our proof. 
4. Algorithms
In this section we describe the algorithms used to obtain fans that solve DAP. One of them finds the optimal fan starting
from scratch and the other one finds it from a given LexBAP solution. Before we present such algorithms we mention well
known algorithms that are the building blocks of ours.
4.1. Algorithm FAB (find assignment and block)
A cornerstone of algorithms for assignment problems is the Königmatching theoremmentioned in Section 2with relation
to Theorem 1. Nowwe state without proof a version of the former theorem in terms of our notation. Let (E, F) be a partition
ofM × N . For Q ⊆ M, R ⊆ N , we say that C = Q ∪ R is a cover of E if E ⊆ (Q × N) ∪ (M × R).
Theorem 7 (König). Let (E, F) be a partition of M × N. An assignment D ⊆ E is of maximum size if and only if there is a cover
C of E such that |D| = |C |.
Cover C in this theorem is in fact a minimum size cover of E. We now state the theorem that we will use and which is a
corollary of Theorem 7.
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Theorem 8. Let (E, F) be a partition of M × N. An assignment D ⊆ E and a block B = (S × T ) ⊆ F are of maximum size in E
and F , respectively, if and only if |D| = |M| − |S| + |N| − |T |.
The proof of Theorem 8 follows from Theorem 7 taking S = M − Q and T = N − R. Notice that the existence of block
B ⊆ F prevents the existence of a larger assignment in E. There are many algorithms to find the largest assignment in E,
which is in fact the same thing as finding a maximum matching in the bipartite graph G = (M,N, E). See [17] or [3] for
overviews of available algorithms. Usually these algorithms produce a maximummatching D (assignment) and a minimum
node-cover C . The block of Theorem 8 can be constructed easily from C as shown above. So, we can take one of the best
algorithms for maximummatching and modify it to get D and B.
We may think of algorithm FAB as a function that to every partition (E, F) ofM × N associates a maximum assignment
D ⊆ E and a maximum block B ⊆ F . Which is expressed as (D, B) := FAB (E, F).
4.2. Threshold algorithm to solve BAP
Edmonds and Fulkerson [9] gave an algorithm to solve bottleneck problems in general. Garfinkel proposed a specific
algorithm for the bottleneck assignment problem [13].
The threshold algorithm that we present below uses as a subroutine a procedure to find either an h-assignment or an
h-block in the complement of G. Its input is a pair (A, h), and its output is an h-assignmentD of Awhich solves the bottleneck
h-assignment problem.
Algorithm Threshold
Sort the entries of A in non-decreasing order: aδ1 ≥ aδ2 ≥ · · · ≥ aδmn , δi ∈ M × N .
Set D := ∅ and B′ := M × N
While |D| < h do
B := B′
Let k be the smallest index for which δk ∈ B
E := {δ1, · · · , δk}, F := (M × N)− E
(D, B′) := FAB(E, F)
End while
D and B are solutions to the bottleneck h-assignment problem and the bottleneck h-block problem, respectively.
Furthermore, the last element α = δk added to E gives the optimal value aα for both problems.
4.3. An algorithm to solve DAP
As mentioned in Section 3, the proof of Theorem 3 gives a recursive algorithm to solve DAP. The following is a concise
description of such algorithm, called ADAP. The input to algorithm ADAP are A and h, whereas its output is an optimal fan
F . We think of ADAP as a function F = ADAP(A, h). A recursive procedure to compute this function is
Algorithm ADAP(A, h)
If h = 1 then
F = {M × N}
Else
use the threshold algorithm to solve BAP on (A, h) to obtain an optimal
block B = S × T , and an optimal assignment D such that B ∩ D = {α}.
End if
p := |N| − |T | + 1
Sp := S
Th−p+1 := T
D∗ := {α}
Bp := B
hu := |N − T |
ha := |M − S|
If hu ≠ 0 then
Au := A [(S − {iα})× (N − T )]
F u := ADAP(Au, hu)
(F u is given by Su := {Su0 , . . . , Suhu} and T u := {T uo , . . . , T uhu} with T u0 = ∅)
Else
F u := ∅ (represented by Suo = S − {iα} and T uo = ∅
If ha ≠ 0 then
Aa := [ (M − S)× (T − {jα} )]
F a := ADAP(Au, hu)
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(F a is given by Sa := {Sa0, . . . , Saha} and T a := {T ao , · · · , T aha} with Sa0 = ∅)
Else
F a := ∅ (represented by Sao = ∅ and T ao = T − {jα})
For i = 0, · · · , hu do
Si := Sui
Tha+1+i := T ∪ T ui
End For
For j = 0, · · · , ha do
Tj := T aj
Sha+1+j := S ∪ Sai
End For
For k = 1, . . . , h do
Bi := Si × Th−i+1
End For
F := {B1, . . . , Bh}
4.4. Algorithm to get an optimal block for BAP from an optimal assignment for LexBAP
Input: An h-assignment D ofM × N that solves LexBAP(A, h). Output: An h-block B that solves BBP (A, h).
This algorithm is in fact equivalent to one iteration of the threshold algorithm. If α is the cell for which aδ gets its
maximum value in A[D], let
E = {δ ∈ M × N | aδ < aα} ∪ {δ ∈ D | aδ = aα} − {α} and F = M × N − E.
Notice that E does not contain an h-assignment since that would imply the existence of an h-assignment with less
elements with value aα and therefore a better solution to LexBAP(A, h). Let (D′, B′) := FAB(E, F). Observe that D′ = D− {α}
and that B′ is the required h-block.
4.5. Algorithm to solve DAP from a solution to LexBAP
This recursive algorithm, which we call ES, is based on our proof of Theorem 4. Its input is the triple (A, h,D∗), where A
and h are as always, and D∗ is a solution to LexBAP for A and h. Its output is a fan F that solves DAP and such that DF = D∗.
Algorithm ES is the same as ADAP, with the exception that to get B = S × T it uses the procedure of Section 4.4 instead
of the threshold algorithm.
4.6. Complexity of the algorithms
Notice that h is the total number of invocations of the threshold algorithm in ADAP because hu + ha = h − 1. These
invocations are to solve smaller problems each time. The worst case situation is when in every invocation either hu or ha is
zero. In this case the matrices in which the threshold algorithm is applied reduce their sizes by one column and one row
each time. Thus an upper bound on the complexity of ADAP is obtained by considering that it has to solve h instances of BAP
of the same size. Assume without lost of generality that m ≤ n, then the complexity of the threshold algorithm comes to
n2
√
n/ log n (see [3]). Thus the complexity of ADAP is O(hn2
√
n/ log n ).
As we mentioned in Section 3, ADAP solves LexBAP when all entries of A are distinct. Thus, ADAP applied to this type
of problem has complexity O(n3
√
n/ log n ), which is the same of the best known method, namely, applying the threshold
method iteratively. However using ADAP one obtains the dominance property for free.
Algorithm ES can be used to enhance a solution D∗ of LexBAP by giving it additional structure. This can be donewith little
computational effort since ES has complexity O(n2). Thus the overall complexity to get a common solution to both LexBAP
and DAP is O(n4), which is the complexity of the most efficient algorithms to solve LexBAP for dense matrices.
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